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our lives one piece at a time
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Subiaco Academy
405 N. Subiaco Ave.
Subiaco. AR 72865
www.subi.org

STUDENT
LIFE
Student life helps build character
and relationships and is a central
element of the overall Subi
experience. Student life entails many
things that happen outside of the
classroom: extracurricular events
and activities, intra.murals, cheering

at basketball and football games,
eating lunch, hanging out after
school.
By the time a student gets to his
senior year, he has compiled many
favorite memories of Subiaco, most

all of those outside the walls of a
classroom.

Three-year Subiaco student Nick
Langston (12) said, "My favorite
memory was the quiz bowl trip to
the national chmpionships in ew
Orleans."

ot all students had to travel that
far to make a favorite memory. Take

Hayden Criswell {12) for instance,
whose favorite recollection is of
"making friends, memories, and

music with the jazz band."
Almost every aspect of student
life will help a student build on his
life and on the lives of others.

top five
ADJUSTMENTS

ffNlHERIGHT FOOT

Two or three names were drawn at assembly
to reward students for using the planner and
for staying in dress code.

caught me really off gu 1rd and was ktnd ol put on the
pot because I didn't think my name would be called •
- Wyatt Stalford. 11

·1 was excited and surprised that my name got picked.If l
could get picked again. I'd be even happier and fiV'e bucks

richer.·
Logan Fultz. 8
Many students were fearing the worst when they heard the lire alarm buzzing
away In Fuhrman Hall on Sunday night before the first day of school. thinking
that a year's worth ol work was about to go up in flames. •1 was mortified that
the new dorm was going to be destroyed, and I was going to have to move
back to Main Building ,~ said Fuhrmann resident Axel Ntamalungfro. The fire
alarm was due to ramen noodles being cooked In the microwave Instead of
bolling them In a pot. "I was just excited to use the microwave: said Joel
Gregory ( 12).

trouble
on the line

finishing up
The 42 seniors looked forward to the beginning of the senior
year with the Senior Ring ceremony.

The beginning of the school
year often sets the standard fo r the
rest of the year. The biggest
question before Sllldents made it
to campus in mid-August was
whether the new donnitory would
actuaUy be ready to take in new
students by registration day,
Saturday, Aug, 15.
The arrival of new students

and international students on
Tuesday. Aug. 11 did not affect
Fuhrmann Hall. so the Abbey and
Academy staff bad an additional
four days to complete the set up of
the dorms.

Brayden Rainwater, one of the
workers during the summer. was

not concerned with arranging
couches, side tables, and chairs in
the six suites, rolling in
refrigerawrs and microwaves for
each of the six. and four sets of
washers and dryers. That was all
after the beds and desks were
hauled down from the Main
Building and into the new hall.
He said, " l knew with such
great belp that anything was
possible."

from the

Foundation
lj

Left: The Tyler Franz family displays thei r ring collection from seven Subiaco
graduates.
Top: The Blaschke family p roud ly display their three generations of rings:
grandfather Ronny (1%2), Joseph (2016) and father Tim (1984).
Bottom: Seniors Hayd en Criswell, Jackson Mendenhall, Harris Knox, Jakob
H.i lter, Braxton Smi th.
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students have
~ sti
dd Wright's sticker indicates
nd his brother Trey operate.
an King's sticker indicates th
alker Cobb apparently likes
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got his decal for a souvenir.

A day in

a dog's life
Don't tell anyone
it's all easy and good
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Without a mandatory study hall every
school night, the day students, or Day
Dogs as they are often called, have to find
a way to manage their own study
schedules. Most of the dogs have to study
on their own.
It is difficult to study alone. Self
governance can be hard at times. Without
a dean - and sometimes no parent- looking
over the shoulder or in the door, the day
student has to supervise himself.
Hopefully, there is a parent to keep the
students up on his grades and continuing
to study. No dean, though, does not mean

that the day student does not take care of
business.
For example, Brayden Rainwater (ll)
isolates himself in his room, in a quiet
zone and "powers through." Much of the
one to two hours is spent on math and
chemistry, and then sometimes there is
the extra reading of AP Language class.
Studying takes time, for he wants his
work to be thorough.
And then Tom Johns is sure that day
students, or at least he does, actually
spend more time studying than the
boarders in the dorms.

Morning adventures
"U I have to study for AP Biology, (study time)
probably goes over hvo hours. I seldom have no
homework."
Andrew Eveld (10)

____....,

"I usually get home around 6:30 because of
athletics, so I like to get my homework finished as
quickly and thoroughly as possible. I s top to eat
supper and then I spend about I 1/2 hours on
average on school.''
John Paul Post (11)

"I wake up at any time between 5 and 6 a.m. depending on
how much homework I have to finish. Then I get ready for
school and begin my drive to school. •
AJec Mask (11)

"I go home almost every day after school and l take a little
break before I start to study. I try to study or look over all
my class assignments that I did that day."
Trey Wright (11)

Look AT
my whip
Students drive some
very interesting cars,

CV's
~versClub

trucks, vans
and everything
in beteween

1004 E. Walnut
Paris. AR
479-963-6194

What I Uke the most about my car
is its many uses. I can go camping
in it and go on road trips.
Carlson Ketcham (11)

A bus goes to Barling e"ery morning to pick up about 25 students who otherwise would not make the 50-m.ile
commute to attend school at Subiaco. Regular bus riders include Andrew Davis, Carlson Ketcham, Robert Remy,
Ryan Kimberly, Diego Calvillo, Da\lid Espinoza, Mac Dilley, Kadin Tougas, Eli Moe, Jackson Mendenhall, Michael
Cannon, Andrew Goldtrap, Hayden Criswell, Nicholas Langston, Keizer Sosebee, Luke Worsham, Jesus Calvillo,
Peter Sayre, Christian Fry, Walker Cobb, R.D. Weidman, William Shows, Lawson Winn.
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Haoming Fan (9) gets a fa shion haircut from Gavin Cheng (11). Haoming
likes a hair cut with all the hair around the sides gone, leaving only the
hair on the top.

Hair . . Hair It Is
Hair is an essential
element of style to
the international

students. Their hair
represents their
personal image
lnstead of finding
someone locally to
provide haircuts,

students from China,
Korea and Russia
often find an
international student
to provide the
haircuts. They have
come to trust
students more thaJ1
local barbers!

Mark Popov (10) I have used
barber Cavin Cheng (11) only
once. I did not find anyone
locally, and it also cost too much.

Songhuan Chen (11) I always
get my hair cut at the ba rber
shop and it looks good. I really
Uke (my haircut).
Woochan Lee (10) Last yea r was
the first year I cut someone's
hair. My classmates were
looking fo r a cheap and
believable barber, so I gave it a
shot, ,ind we found out that I
was good at it.

The Moo
celebrated by eth
The festival is hel
in the Chinese Ha

is a harvest festival
se and Vietnamese
5th day of the eight
rand Vietnamese c

Left Sparky Wang (10)
and Brian Hsu (10) sing
a popular Chinese song
in South Park after making
and eating dumplings.

Bottom: Woochan Lee (10)
and Sungho Yoon (IO)
make dumplings with
r-.t rs. Michelle Chuang,
sponsor for the moon
festival. All agreed that
lhey had a lot of fun .
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Roy Zhang (10), Kevin Liu (10) and James Bao (11) make some Chinese barbecue, rice and other Chinese foods in Fuhrmann. They aU enjoy the taste of
homecountry.

INTERNATIONAL

representation

Ii#/?/~//If)/~
jt7!7t7lf/tfMR

China: 15

South Korea: 10
Vietnam: 3
Japan: 2
Taiwan: 1
Rusaia: 1

Mexico: 1
Norway: 1
Nigeria: 1

1
prefer H-mart. It's a Korean
t~bsite and it's also the biggest
b Orean m~rket in America. I a lso
uy some instant noodles and
canned tuna .
Hwijoon Lee (10)

I prefer the website ca lled
Yamibuy. It's a website thal sells
Chinese food. I always get some
s nacks a nd food on it.
Gavin Cheng (11)

I prefer H-mart because they sell
fresh food like fruit and meat. I
especially like the barbecue meat.

James Bao (10)

&l/!7//
//'~/;/
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new day
NEWDORM
Tyler Franz (12) may not have his CDL but with the magic of video g.imes,
anybody can be a world class trucker.

It is a raging debate in the dorms:
which gaming console is superior:
XBOX, Playstation, Nintendo or

PC. The boarding students were

The biggest addition to
Subiaco Academy this year was
the new residential buildingFuhrmann Hall. Unlike the
other dormitories, Fuhrmann
features a pod style living setup, in which multiple donns

surveyed on which system was
their favorite.

FORT SMITH to FUHRMANN

For his first two years at Subiaco, Eric Boltuc (12) was a day student who made
the commute to Fort Smith everyday, but for his senior year he decided he
would board. "Being both a boarder and day student has broadend my
perspective of Subiaco, and has given me the full Subi experience," said Boltuc.

fphototal<enfromeenc_tiohuc1t1SPgra.m..)

'The pod idea and setup is
nice instead of haUways. All the
facilities are nice, and the
community is great too," said
Raef Wilhelm ( I 0), a new
resident of Fuhrmann HaU.
The new donn has been met
with overwhelming praise from
the students .
Senior Connor Corwyn said,
"I like the new building mostly
because we have far more
personal space, and everything
is in perfect condition."
Yusay Watanabe ( I I )agreed
saying, "It is great for hanging
out with friends, and it is all
very clean."

Page sponsored by

First National
Bank

CRAZIEST
dorm

STORIES

ever

2715 West Walnut
Peris, AR
479-963-2242

Haegan Hess (10)
~1had heard s tories of the dorm
rooms being haunted before. One
night I heard something that sounded
like a ghost. I was sca red for a second
until I renlized w~s just my
roommate snoring.

!'
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'
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On

Fire Thursday night, Sept. 17
was the annual bonfire to celebrate
Homecoming Week. The
maintenance department collected
cardboard, tree branches, plastic and
paper O\'er the year. Much of the
cardboard came from packaging for
Fuhrman HalJ furnishings.

Yds

"
8

Aar0fl8rooks3

Receiving ,t
JamesWells 1
setti Kupers 1
Aaron Brooks 1

'

Yds TO
3

"

'

Final Score: Subiaco 35 Western"Yell 0

\ViJAT \'/[:_ LOV[:_ AE,OUT ...
75 !ihident.s responded to a 5Ut"ley about their favorite Liumecoming
\\/eek.,c!Mt,,.

44%

39 %

Dress Down Days

10 %

Poster Judging
Grandparents Day

Page sponsored by

Pizza Barn
515Walnut
Paris, AR
479-963-3334

7%

THEDAYS oFSEPTEMBER
September 14 was Crandp.-irents Day.
Several grandparents came to spend the
day with their grandsons. Andrew
Goldtrap {10) spent time with his
grandparents admiring the new tennis
courts and acknowledging the beauty of
the campus.
South Park is a beautiful and practical
place to have a meal on Grandparents
Day and other speciaJ events. Dong Ho
Kang (12) fills his plate.

Toa.Jolau(IO)

JluWffller(ll)

went to
Centerville (drag
stnp} and my mom
raced her Ford
Model A against a
1930 Chevrolet
It's lhe slowest
start. but she got
up to 39 miles per
hour In a 1/8 of a
mile. And then t
had two uncles

I stayed OUISJde to
view the eclipse
and saw a red
blood moon one
night
Unfortunately, the
moon was hidden
by clouds most ol
lhe time.

I

race

Mr. RobfqJ,.
I attended a two-day
workshop t,eld al
the James Black
Forge, birthplace of
the Bowle knife. on
the grounds of Old
Washington State
Park. II was a
hands-on class that
covered the basic
operations and
skills of an old
world blacksmith
We had to learn
how 10 bulld and
mamtam a coal fire
and guesstimate the
steel work.-abihty

CHALLENGE
between the
CLASSES
Field Day activities, held Sept. 15.
gave classmates a chance to work
together to show lhe slrenglhs of the
class and lhe individual members.
The junior class won the track meet
part of the day, narrowly defeating the
seniors after they were DQ'd on the
1600m relay. The junior class placed
second overall in the events.
The freshmen gloried in their tug of
war win over the seniors, who by that
time of the day had a comfortable lead.
Continuing their victory in Field Day
as freshmen, the seniors once again
took the lead. despite not being able to
field many of their best athletes who
were football players banned from

eekendlYA

The beautiful weather of the weekend of Sept . 25-26 got lots of folks out
and about. revealing the many intetes1s represented on campus.

-

The senior class went black to make
them uniform as they strode on to

victory. 1: Nathan Hebert represented
his class in discus while 2: Vincent
Hoang sprinted to victory.

Paga sponsored by

Teach

TROJAN
Pride

DARIDELITE
1315 E. Walnut
Paris, AR
479-963-6011

OCTOBER
shenanigans
October is a fantastic month.
The list of reasons is 1-o-n-g.
Let's start with the fact that
October began with a 5-day
weekend. Yeah!

The cooler days and cool
nights are a blessing after the
With Halloween on a Saturday, students were given Friday to dress in
costumes. These students won: third place RD. Weidman and Brady Tolbert
as Dumb and Dumber; first place Tyler Komp as Baby Stovall; and second
place Ethan Miller and Luke Hertlein as Wayne and Garth.

beat of August and September,

making October a great month
for camping. Football games
now require a jacket, but others
will go with shorts even in a
blizzard, it seems.
Leading up to the craziness
that is Halloween is the Pig
Roast on the ridges. another

FRIDAY NIGHT inLIGHTS
OUT
Rebsamen Stadium
The game against Baptist Prep on Oct. 16 was canceled in the
first quarter when the lights went out on the field but not in
the stands as the audience pulled out their phones and lit up
their worlds.

night to wann up on a

seemingly innate need of
teenaged boys for antics and
wildness.

Take, for example. the
winning karaoke entry, a
rendition of "l Want It That
Way" by the Backstreet Boys
perfonned by juniors Aaron
Heben and Andy Davis. Who
knew that the 8-team quiz bowl

star Davis would grab the mike,
swing his hips, tum to Mr.
Timrnennan and belt out "I
wam it that way." Who knew?
Davis said he would be back

next year: after all 'TU have to
retain my title."
Other winners of the night

were Henry Vu (11) in the pieeating contest and Ryan Moore
( 10) in the drunken bat race.

Page sponsored by

It wa!> the twelfth Yl'ilf fur the
.
cou nty w,1-. under a bum ban; still there was

Kutsby Huck
1433 W. Walnut
Paris.AR

479-963-2421
Tuesday - Friday 8 • 5
Saturday 8 - 2

The Number 1 attraction of the
night is always the meal, especially
the brisket and pulled pork that
had cooked for 14 hours, thanks to
Mr. Greg Timmerman and sons.

The Mass service on the ridges is
always a reminder of those who
have gone before us, those who
came and settled and established a
monastery and a school.

PEOPLE
For some, the building blocks of
life are constructed around

friendshlps. 1t is the people that
make the stay at Subiaco Academy
memorable.

A student comes into the
Academy sometimes knowing

absolutely no one. Invariably, Day
1 there is a friendship created. As
Tim Thomas said in an essay about

his first day at the Academy in
August of 2013, "When I first met
the students here, it felt like they
were life-long friends who
happened to be dropped off at
Subiaco as well."

Many waJks of life are seen at
Subiaco. There is representation
from 17 states and nine countries.

"Being able to meet new people
from other places is my favorite
thlng about Subiaco," said Will
Shows, a sophomore from Fort

Smith. "I enjoy learning about the
cultures and lifestyles of places
other than the one I live in. l know
a lot about Arkansas, and it's good

to learn more and have a wider
perspective of the world."

Abbot leooard Wangler

Mr. Matt Stengel
Headmaster

Mn.CllerylGoetz
Academic Dean

M.r. Greg Timmerman
Dean or Men

Matt Noble

JeffO'Neal

Heath Spillen

Cannen Steigman

Robert Pugh

Jeff Rehm

Jared Schlutennan

KennelhStovall

Br. Adrian Strobel

Mr. Tim Tencleve
Athletic Director

~
Pat Stengel

Michelle Chuang

Andrea Cooper

Trey Davidson

Br. Joseph Heath

Jeff Ingle

Shirley Kiefer

Gary Kinney

Steve Lienhart

IICUIII & 11111

Lou Trusty

J
Robert Secrest

I

Robbie Stocking

Hayden Criswell

Tyler Franz
Oklahoma

Arlamsas

Christian Fry

Dominic Hackman

Jakob Halter

Mansas

·of

Arkansas

Arkansas

Arkansas

Toby Schluterman
Arkansas

Vietnam

Texas

Braxton Smith
Arkansas

Brady Tolbert
Arkansas

MathewPos1
Arkansas

Arkansas

Congratulations
SENIORS

Schwartz
Stone Co.

0#~
22

www.schwertzst.one.com
P.O. Box 169
Vincent Hoang
Texas

Dongbo Kang
South Korea

Mansas

R.D. Weidman
Arkansas

Paris, AR 72855

479-938-2317
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Goa ls
To be the President of the g reat
United States

If I had a Super Power.
it would be X-ray vision because it's
awesome.

A song I can't forget is ...
679 by Fetty Wap

Favorite Movie

Interstellar because Matthew McConaughey
is the bomb.

Favorite movie

Hot Rod
I cannot do without..
Pink Starbursts.

G rea test s kil l
Being able to talk to anyone, anywhere.

Never have I ever.
been to space.

Joseph Blaschke

Jakob Bergen
My child hood dream was to.
be Kevin Garmett.
My greatest skill
my good looks

Mitchell Berry

If I had a super power..
I would want to be in visible. There are so
many things I could do with invisibility. I
would always win at hide-and-seek, scare
people, and have the best costume at
Halloween.
Favorite Movie

Favorite Emoji

Fast and the Furious 7 because it has fast cars
and an attractive woman in the same
movie.

I never told anyone ..
that I was Batman.

My ch il dhood dream was.
from the day I was bom I wanted to be a
Trojan. I even wanted to board here.
Future Goals
I want to graduate from the University of
Arkansas at Fayetteville and become
successful in a field of study.

Eric Cauthron

Jarrod Brown

Goals
to not worry and be happy

Favorite Movie
Tl1e Replace111e11ts because it is funny,

and has a great story line.
Futu re Goals
My future goals are to earn a degree
and provide for my family.

Michael Cannon

A song I can't fo rget is.
Dooo It by Miley Cyrus because it's the
worst song r ve ever heard.

Favori te movie
Top G1111. lf I need to explain why, you
haven't seen Top G1111.

If I had a super power...
I would have mind manipulation. I ca n
force anybody to believe I am innocent
at any time.

I ca nnot do without.
food.

Favori te Emoj i

I can not do without. . .
crutches. I have to have them. I cannot
go anywhere without them.

~~

My greatest skill
Persuasion. I persuaded the
yearbook staff to keep this in the
yearbook.
Never have lever . .

climbed to the top of the beU
tower. . with people watching.

My g reatest skill
Swimming. I can swim in four
different styles.

favorite Emoji

If I had a s upe r power.
it wouJd be time control
because I could change
anything I did wrong.

l ca nnot li ve without.

my friends because they are
hilarious. I don't know what
I'd do without them.
Favorite Movie

Hot Rod

Eric Boltuc

Eugene Chen

Goals
to become a s uccessful
business man like my father
My ch ild hood dream was.
to be an aviator.

C~~
My childhood dream ..
was to become Ken Griffey,Jr.
My childhood dream ...
was to be the smartest man in the
world.

Goa ls
to become a psychologist, get my
masters degree in counseling, and be a
dinincal therapist

If I had a s uper power..
it wou.Jd be super speed so I could be
the fastest cross-country runner.

A song I can't forget is .. .
Oye Como Va because I've played it like
a trillion times.

My greatest skill
My IT skills. I'm very good with
computer languages and software.

Walker Cobb

I never told anyone.
I was Asian.

l cannot do without.
my computer.

Hayden Criswell

My childhood dream ...

A song I can't forget is ..
Hnll of Fame by The Script because ii

ToSPAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACE!

encourages me to push myself and never

lose hope.
Jf I had a super power•••
it would be absolute knowledge so I could

know how to beat any other super power.

Connor Corwyn

Favorite Movie

Draft Day because it is the ultimate human
game of chess. Through strategic planning,
Favorite Movie
The Big Ltbowski is my favorite film. It has
one of the best performances of Jeff
Bridges's career and it has John Turturro as
Jesus. What more could I ask for?

the main characters tum nothing into
something.

I cannot do without ..

I cannot do without.
My Search Cross because it is a continual
reminder of God's love and my faith.

t never told anyone••.
that I'd like to live in Germany one day.

If I had a super power...
it would be teleportation so I could
go anywhere

Goa ls
to get a job

If I had a super power ..
it would be giant hands, because I
could help a lot of people cross the
street at once.

Never have l ever ..

been told to open my eyes.
I cannot do without.
music. It fuels life.

Dominic Hackman

Jakob Halter
Goals
to make enough money to live
comfortably and take regular
vacations

A song I can't forget is
Bro111a11ce because it describes my
relationship..

If I had a super power
Greatest Ski1J
Listening. Through flexibility, my listening
skills allow me to be open to anything and
everyone.

I legitimately cannot live without good
food. I remember vacations by what I ate
and where.

My greatest skill
being friendly toward others. My
goal is to never make anyone feel
bad.

Christian Fry

I cannot live without ...
my family and friends because I just
enjoy being in the company of the
people I love. That's what makes me
the happiest.
Favorite Movie
"'Yes Man" because it stars Jim Carrey
and it shows good things happen
when you go out of your comfort
zone.

Tyler Franz

Favorite Movie

it would be biomorphing so I could

The Big 1...ebowski.

do anything that any living thing
could do.

I cannot do without
breathing.

My greatest skill
being myself
I cannot do without . .

League of Legends.

M y childhood dream was..
being a NFL player.

My childhood dream was.
to be something.

Goals
graduate from college, get a master's in

Goals
pharmaceutical work/ school

business and get a nice career

I cannot do without.
the Bae.

I cannot do without.
my phone. I like to look at it when I'm not
doing anything.

Joseph Hart

ever have I ever ...
been to China

Goals
to earn a degree and to score a high•paying job

If I had a super power ...
it would be time travel, so I could always have
more time.

Sam Hartfield

I never told anyone.
that Sam Hartfield looks good.

Nathan Hebert

Dong Ho Kang

Favorite Quote
'The Force is strong with this one."
•Darth Vader

My childhood dream was ...
to become a rock star and to travel the
world to play at different places.

If I had a super power
it would be mind control because I could
control the world.

Goals
To attend a university and to study many
years to earn a PHD

My greatest skill
Disregarding females and acquiring currency

I cannot do without.
my good friends I met while a l Subiaco.

James Kim
If I had s uper power.
it would be to fl y.

Favorite Emoji
4
00

Goals
to play Chopin's Noct11me ifr £ Flat Major.

Christian Kaufman
I cannot do without.
my glasses.

I cannot do without .. .
oxygen, because I need it to live.

Never have I eve r ..
been out of the country because America is the

I never told anyone ..
that I didn't tell them something.
If l had super power.
it would be invisibility because I could
sleep all day without people noticing.

I cannot do without ..
friends because they keep me happy and out
of trouble.

greatest country on God's green earth

Goals
to go to college and to become a psychologist

My childhood dream was ..
to be the best Black Power Ranger
the world has e\'er seen and to fight
alongside Megatron

If I had a super power.
it would be chronoshifting so I could

My childhood dream was...
to be a famous You tuber.

I cannot do without.
computers.

speed my classes up, freeze my
friend time, and for my AP classes I
would re-run those tests.

Goals
to become a heart surgeon with an
MBA, to marry a fine girl, and drive

A song I can't forget is ..

Favorite Emoji

Hotline 8/ing by Drake because Jakob
Halte r a nd I wrote that song.

nice cars

Vincent Hoang

Harris Knox

9
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My childhood dream
Ever since I was a toddler, I was fascinated by
the thought of being 10 feet tall and 5 feet
wide. I always wanted to have the ablilites to
break through concrete objects and to help the
poor and hungry.

Goals
to attend law school, become a Supreme Court
judge, then overlord of the U.S.
Favorite Movie

Step Brothers because of its phenomenal plot,
script, and acting.

If I had a super power ..
ii would be the ability to see through
anything. Think about all the possibilities I
could use this power for.

My Greatest Skill
My dashingly good looks... or my good hair

J cannot do without ..
my iPhone.
I never told anyone
about th.at one time.

Nick Langston
Favorite Emoji

Favorite Quote
"She stood in the storm and when the wind
did not blow her away, she adjusted her sails."
-Elizabeth Edwards

Connor McKenzie

Favorite Movie
Kutn11rt because it provides an interesting
perspective on religious authority.

My greatest skill
Cooking french fries that are crispy on the
outside and soft on the inside.

If I had a super power••.
it would be to control time because I
would never make mistakes.

Jackson Mendenhall

Michael Nguyen

Adam Musgrove

My childhood dream was to . . .
become the most awesome super hero and
save the world from the clutches of evil.

Favorite Quote
"Gosh Adam is soooo cool ..,
-Everyone ever

If I had a super power...
it would be time travel because I could stop
evil in all parts of time.

Back to the Future because DeLoreans that can
travel through time are literally the definition
of awesome.

I cannot do without. ..
Netflix ... Nuff said.

.
My greatest skill ...
IS being able to take any computer apart and
put ii back together.

favorite Movie

A song I can't forget is..
Bad Blood because T-Swift is life.

John Ngyuen

My childhood dream was to.
become an actor. I watched Broadway shows
when I was little.
Goa ls
to go to college and to graduate as a dentist, to
work out at a gym, and reach a height of S'S"
My greatest ski ll .
is attracting several girls with my looks and
height. Most people cannot resist my
handsomeness.

I cannot do without.
hair gel and computers
Goals
lo become the best airman I can be, to wield
the master sword, to find the droids I'm
looking for, and to be a game designer

Never have I ever ••.
had more than one girlfriend at a time, or had
more than zero girlfriends at a time for that
matter

My childhood dream was .. .
to fly fighter jets and to go fast.

I never eve r told anyone . . .
but I am not who people think I am. People
think I am John, but I am, in fact, Michael.

I cannot live without . . .
my ceU phone because I use it
everyday.
Favorite Movie

I can not live without.
my lucky shirts.

My future goa ls are ..
to go to college.

My greatest skill is ..
driving.

My Favorite Emoji is...

Tire Kings of Summer because ii
reminds me how I spent my summer.

Never have I ever..
played PlayStation over Xbox.

Never have I ever ..
sung a solo on stage.

Connor Moran

Sam Nichol

~
My ch ildh ood dream was.
to become a doctor.

I ca nnot do without.
my S400 paycheck because I lo\•e to buy
stuff.

Goals
Billionaire (impossible), actually to be a
business man in New York.

My greatest s kill .
Working 40 hours a week and attending
school. I love working and making dough.

I cann ot do without ..
s leeping, taking a nap, eating, and touching
people's hair.
I never told anyone . .
that rm actually really shy.

William Donald Owens

If I had super power.
it would be teleportation because flying
between the U.S and South Korea is a waste
oftime.

My greatest skill.
is knowing that I do not have one

Never have I ever.

truly lived. That is what I hope to do at some
point in my life.
A song I can't forget is.
How Grmt Tiwu Art because it was played at
my grandfather's funeral

My greatest sk ill
luck

Sungwan Park

My childhood d ream.
was to have a daughter.

Cam Phan
If I had a s uper power .
it wouJd be to run very fast like The Flash
because I like speed.

Goals
to become a successful buisnessman

Greatest s kill
being a musician by playing the piano

Brady Tolbert

If I had a s uper powe r .
I would have super speed. I want to be a

rea11y fast runner.
Favorite Movie

n~ Ri11ger because it has Johnny Knoxville in
it and it's a great film.

I never told anyone•.
that I was better than them.

Goals
to find someone to spend the rest of my life
with and to become a successful architect

Toby Schluterman

Goals
to become the new McDreamy on Grey's
A11atomy, and to be a neurosurgeon

A song I can't forget.
Russell Westbrook on a Farm by Lil Dicky. That
song is just a song I could lay back in a bean
bag chair and chill to.

My greatest skill ...
is being athletic enough to play sports.

My childhood dream •..
was to become a farmer.

My favorite movie.
is Hot Rod.

Braxton Smith

I cannot d o w ith ou t .

Destiny because that game is just so amazing.
Shoulder charge is life.

I can not do without ...
the Class of 2016.

Favorite Emoji

I've never told anyone.
my celebrity crushes consist of Ariana Grande,
Vanessa Hudgens, Emma Watson, and Matthew
McConaughey.

If I had a super powe r .
it would be to go back in time to enjoy the good
times again.

Goals
to go to coUege and to p lay basketball and then
move on to the NBA.

A song I can't forget .. .
Wid~ Awa"':t by Katy Perry. That song speaks to me. I

listen to 1t every night before bed..
Goals
To make bank and have a wife

I cannot do without . . .
basketball because I would not p lay any other
sport.

Mathew Post

Alex Walker

My childhood dream was to ...
To become a Jedi and learn the ways of the
Force.

Goals
to obtain a degree in either biology or
biochemistry and then to go on to med school
to become a very successful spinaJ surgeon.

A song I can't forget.

Legend because it rea lly speaks to me.

A song I can't forget.

White Iverson because it's really catchy and gets
If I had a super power.
I would love to be able to travel through time
so I would not have broken my back.

stuck in my head.

Ja,'

Favonte Movie
Star Wars because I always used to watch 1t as a

Greatest skill
finding ways to succeed

child and ,t has such a good story

James Creed Wells
R.D. Weidman

~

Davis Elliott ~fr f,wontl' thing I made , ...1th Legos asa kid was a 3-0 house I uq,d random Lego brkksofv~ryingcolors.l
spt>nt an enlm' ,tftl.'rnoon bu1ld1ng the house. In the end, my houSt> was neat. colored and could fit about five little lego
people For an eight-year- old, I wa, prt.'tty proud of my creation.
Timothy Thomas ~1y f.ivoritc thing I made with Lcgos as a kid was ,l l logwart'scastle. '.\-tyoldl.?r brother helped me- I was
about 5. It 1\',H my fiN really big creation. Last ye.ir I convinced Anthony Ho.1ng tn buy me a fightl'r JCI Lego wt bc>ccausc I

gave him a girl's phont.' numbt'r

G The junior skit for the Dover game featured a talk show with host Andy Davis inviting both teams to the set
Ver's head coach.

al 2111
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Pumped for the game
Every year when football rolls around on a Friday, juniors come together for their chant at pep rallies.
Caleb Phillips, Deacon Hardwicke, Yusay Watanabe, Ryan King and Nick Lacy look pumped for the
&arne as they ride on the shoulders of their classmates.

I

~~r~~

~,

Student Coundl OtlKl'r-. Sangwoon Lee, Vice
President; Nsisong Archibong, President

■■

\f!J rt n .... onfor t·t>minfJ lo ,';ahia,·o INt •.., It>
fl sti·onfJfmu1<lation ;,,
prt 1urrnti011Jor,·oll~'!J<·. (hu· of tlu
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l,uiltl
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Lt'l the game., b1 gin 1. The juniors went with a blue out for the Field Day games as seen by the
clothes of Songhuan Chen and Yusay Watanabe.
2. The sea of blue permeates the junior section of the sta nds,
J. Anthony Hoang ran in the 200 m race for Field Day and came in first.

1. 1n~1m-;ifoin The library should bea central
clement in a student's life. Jesus Calvillo, Carlson
Ketcham, and Andrew Davis look up information
during after-school study hall.
2. l·kmim-... l nl'e Journalism is a good way of
keeping records. During TA, Zachary Franz, Caleb
Phillips, Deacon Hardwicke, Ryan King, and
Aaron Brooks flip through old yearbooks.
3. (,\1-;...,ip The Three Amigos- Steven Schluterman,
Judd Wright, and Logan Marlow- take a break
from school and catch up on what's been going on.

• ~pint Juniors took two wins at the Pig
Roost events. Some of the credit must go to the
cheering crowd, whose response dictated the
outcomes. Aaron Hebert and Axel Ntamatungiro
gather to cheer on the karaoke contestants. Andy
Davis and Aaron Hebert later won the contest.
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Kevin Liu
China

I wcint

computer
engineer
Andrew Eveld

Juan Felipe Martinez

Arkansas

Ty Moran
Oklahoma

to be a . . .

bus iness man
Haegan Hess

Stud en t Co unci l o fficers: President Ty Moran; Vice president Woo Chan Lee;
Representatives Mark Popov, Tom Johns (not pictured), Tiangang Huang.

/ anuer
Tyler Komp

rich man
Mark Popov

"/ enjoy working with my fellow sophomores to figure olil the best chore for the
class as a whole. As I said in my Swdelll Council Election speed,: There are
many brothers, Brother Damian, Brother Adrian but the most importa111 brother
is Brother Hood.'"
-Ty Moran

Mansas

112111

M

~

~

~ Jose ph Percy•All en: the third noor (Main Build.iJ'lg)
dorms. The bathrooms should have more shower
rooms.
Max Morton: the boxing room in the gym.
Will Shows: the Bunkerstube.

. 'QI
Max Morton
Arl<ansas

ChanceO'Neal
A<kansas

Joseph Percy-AUen
A<kansas

Mark Popov
Russia

Bryson Porter
Arkansas

Nick VanGaasbeek
Texas

Yumeng Wang
Chinn

Kansas

id'ffH&#/Mff L.//?$_/
lu:'7tf'21/1--:/f/
51-. -q
Rohen Remy
A<kansas

Ruoyu Zhang
China

Bucket

List

Ryla11<l
Es/ Pis
"Jumping off Mt.
Eve:restand
wingsuiting
down."

Above: Thomas Greene, Bryce Tencleve, Chase
Hacker, and Bailey Boothroyd perform the
sophomore skit for the Ozark pep rally.
Placing on Field Day generally gets better from
yea r to year. This year the ranks followed the
typical pattern, as the sophomores got third
place. Left: Charles Estes and Ryan Kimberly
switch shifts in the 400m relay. Far left: Andrew
Goldtrap, John $hero, Lawson WiM, and
Vincent Le take on seniors in tug-of-war.

, \polo
Cw;til/o
"Building a
rocket from
scratch is at the
top of my bucket
list •
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Being the largest class, the sophomore cheer is louder than ever. Charles Estes, Max Morton, and
Andrew Eveld get on shoulders during the huddle outside the south Main Building entrance.
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Anthony Lam: I prefer tennis, and I am good atsingle's play. When l play

/tennis, I feel confident and happy.

/..,-'/ r/

/J/~r

Haoming Fan: I prefer crosscountry because I am gcxxj at running. Before I came
to Subiaco, I ran to lose weight and keep healthy, but now I can run
cros.scountry. I feel really happy.
Evan Redmond; I prefer football, because playing football makes me become
stronger and stronger.
James Taylor: I prefer basketball because when I play, I feel comfortable and
more confident.
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Field Day
1 Thomas Mvers, David Heinrichs, Evan
Redmond, and Timothy Constantino strain
against seniors. Despite the size difference,
they took a victory over their older
opponents in the tug-o-war.
2. Haeven Patterson serves in the volleyball
part of Field Day. The freshmen did win
one game.
3. Rei Watanabe took fourth place in the
400m dash for the freshmen.
4· Touch football often sees the most

FRESH

BLOODfor

Peprallies
Newly inducted into high school, a lot is suddenJy
expected of freshmen . Although their skit was
somewhat below expectations, the spirit was
certainly present.
1. Jace Cameron and Luke Hertlein line up with
sophomores to watch the seniors lead the pep rally.
2. Ethan Miller rolls the lucky quarter for his class.
Players had to roU their quarter into the teeth of a
fork.

The freshmen rim<~ has a great

gt·ou.p of young men excelling
on thefiel<I and in the

cla.~sroom. n,·e hat1e n 91·eat
gro11p of athletic gentlemen
l<'ho help us to be strong. We

also bring great integJ·ity into
the class1·oon1 u•het·e we learn
skills 11ml will help 11s succeed
;,, life and help othe>-s ta
succeed at wlwterer they u•<n1l
to<lo.

Timothy C'on.stanUno

Campers Turned Students
Many of the studente were exposed to Subiaco Academy
through the summer camp program. It's a great way to get
to know the school before one sets foot on campus. Camp
Subi also let students find a way lo be active in school life
and sports.
1. Timothy Constantino struggled through the one-mile
race, placing fourth despite his training.
2. Keizer Sosebee and Mikhail Rzhanitsa take advantage of
the weather on Field Day and take a stroll on the lawn.
3. Evan Redmond enjoys the warm afternoon and a quick
game of letherball near the student parking Jot.
4. Gage Lee wanders in front of the football bleachers on
Field Day. He was not seen participating in any events.
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Student Cou nci l Officers
President• Connor Miller; Vice President· Johnny Bui;
Representatives-- Matthew Whittle, Trace Rutherford,
Mac Dilley

tl-
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Ethan Strobel: Being a student athlete.

tJ

Maso n Schlute rman: Drawing, math, and football.

.fl/tf'Ttf'~S#$'

N/'~/

What will be
your
contribution
to Subiaco?

Lt

Jacob Bri stol: Running a nd I will get much better at it as
the year goes on .

8th grade p rid e
Top: Many eighth graders try to literally pull off the upset for the middle school team during
field day. Bottom: Mac Dil ley.Jacob Friemcl. (along with seventh grader Leon Dong) and
Trace Rutherford learn cheers at the annual event to teach new students the cheers that will
make them part of the cheering section.

Johnny Bui
1Ju tl 1•rtlw of Sub1,l("ll Jnd
A
"n OI 1(1 '-rrt.·,ld lht• V.tlrd .ibout
Suba..K11 .\, ,1dt·mv

Logan Fultz

_.,,
Manhew Whi1tle
California

Allen Wu
China

,/

What will
make the

class of 2020
great?

Daniel Haunert
Th, f·KtthJl I ha\"' ,,:rnoril\'\\1lt
maki: ('l;,1~ nf :?o:!n .iwt·~nm~

Coey Schlatel'IIWl
\\ h 11 ", <.ill ~"m le i,tdhe, anJ b..: on..:
11! th..: mu,t memorable da:.i.t~

J want to be . ..

Arkansas

,~$

Billiona,i1·e

Neon«tologist

Alec Highfield

Blake Zimmer

Progrcun,n.er

Enginee·r

Javier Iglehart

Leon Dang

M/7/'tf'

Htf' ~/$.f

Student Cou nci l OUicers
(Back Row) VP• Adam Ack.el, President• Kya
Schluterman
(Front Row) Representatives• Blake Zimmer
and Zach Ingle

,?tl- ,?_/,

1. The seventh grade class prepares for the first
ever class cheer.
2.Adam Ackel tries to win one for the middle
school during a game of "PB&J Pong.~
3. Javier Iglehart and Eli Moe take in the skit
during a pep rally at Fuhrmann Hall.

Activities
& Clubs
One of the best things about
Subiaco is the opportunity to get
involved in a multitude of ways. A
student can play music all over the
country in Jazz Band, he can tutor
other students and serve his

community in NHS, he can
exercise his knowledge and win

state championships in Quiz Bowl,
he can learn about the many

cultures here at Subiaco in CASA,
he can represent Subiaco to visitors
in Blue Arrow, he can represent his

class and the student body in
STUCO, he can learn leadership
and business skills in FBLA, and he
can cultivate his agricultural skills

in the gardening club.
Clubs and activities can help a

student discover hidden talents
and build on them. "! joined choir
because Br. Dominic (Faciane) is a

really fun teacher," said Jackson
Mendenhall (12). "! didn't know l
had a talent for singing before l
joined choir, but through Br.
Dominic's teaching I learned how
to keep building on my potential
and cultivate my gift."

LEADING THE RHYTHM

Top: Carlson Ketcham (11), Mitchell Berry (12),Joseph Hart (12), Dong Ho Kang (12), Dominic Hackman
(12), Eric Cauthron (12), Jackson Mendenhall (12), Andrew Goldtrap (10), Suk.Hoon Ryu (11), Max Morton
(10), Bryson Porter (10)

Bryson Porter, a new student from Fort Smith, has
previously spent two years learning and playing the
drums. He enjoyed the Subi band for the amazing
musical abilities of some of the players.

Bottom: Sang Woon Lee (left) has been in the Jazz Band for two years. "I
love playing the keyboard with the other members, and I love our jazz
band leader, Mr. Goetz."
Sukhoon Ryu (right) is a first-year band member. Sukhoon plaeds the
bass guitar, and his favorite song (one of the hvo that he has learned) to
play was Tequiln.

Row 1: Yusay Watanabe (11), Woochan Lee (10), Hayden Criswell (12), David Heinrichs (9), Ryan Moore (10), Will Shows (10), Haoming Fan (9),
Davis Elliott (11),Sungho Yoon (10), (sitting) Sangwoon Lee (11), Axel Ntamatungiro (11)
Row 2: Raef Wilhelm (10), Felipe Martinez (10), Diego Calvillo (10), Apolo Castillo {10), Daniel Haunert (8), Mac Dilley (8), Robert Remy (10), Braxton Leding
(11), Andrew Kutchka (10), Sam Nichol (12), Ryan Kimberly (10) and band director Roy Goetz.

Setting up and tearing down of a stage are some of the behind-the-scene details of being a band
member. Dong Ho Kang (12) said, Tarrying heavy things like an amplifier is always hard. When
we visited Silver Dollar City, I had to carry a big heavy amp for 15 minutes."

Q

What was your
favorite
venue?

My favorite venue to play at was the Immaculate Conception
Church in Fort Smith. The crowd's enthusiasm throughout the
performance made the gig really fun for the band. !Playing in Fort
Smith was special since! I was in the band at Trinity Junior High
for all three years I was there.

David Espinoza (11)

Axel Ntamatw,giro (11) has been in the jazz band
playing the keyboard since he was in the eighth grade for four years now. His favorite venue was the
performance at La Huerta, a Mexican restaurant in Fort
Smith. ·1ne crowd there is a nice compliment to our
performance.~

~SAYWATANABE(ll)
S ~i.lhon Children Rosary in Fort
There were a lot of kids
1
re and I felt like the audience
connected with us. They were up
ilnd dnactng when we played.

:th.

HAOMlNG FAN (9)
He particularly enjoyed the show
performed al Silver Dollar City in
Branson, MO. Haoming has played
the clarinet in China for six years,
but this is his first year to play the
saxophone in the school band.

WILL SHOWS (10)
The Guatemalan Project dinner.
It was one of our better series and
I kept hearing how well we did
from people for at least two
weeks afterwards.

It has been a long week already and it was only a Wednesday- for
the band and their bus driver, Mr.
Robert Pugh. They rested in front
of the bus while waiting for a
Mount Magazine trip.

Right Members of the SubiTones Brady Tolbert, Connor Moran, Harris Knox,
Jackson Mendenhall, Michael Cannon, and Alex Walker perform on Parents
Weekend under the direction of Br. Dominic Faciane.

Jackson Mendenhall, a memberofSubiTones, waves to the audience at the
Parents Weekend concert. The performance was well received, featuring the
Middle School Fine Arts choir and SubiTones, some of whose members also
belong to the Schola Choir.

To instill music ata young
age, a Fine Arts or Choir
course directed by Br.
Dominic Faciane is offered
to all seventh graders.
These students add a new
voice to the art life of
Subiaco with their

On the Sunday of Parents Weekend, the seventh graders sing while
handbells perform during Mass. Adam Ackel was the new handbeU player
while Will 0.vens had experience.

_

Chwdl mulk, u
1: me,themu,lcat
Muobriflgsall-

Church music is a great way for me to wind
down. It provides a relaxing way to practice
the art of singing and worship.

-Mitchell Berry ( 121

A

-tog,,tt,e,
_,.usuptoGod.

expr-...eclinthe
Calholk:rite,
_..the

........

0

fonninreg,udsto
theDW!licina

andgi. . . usachance

lo praise him for all
He has g1.... us.

what is
church music
to you?

-music supporting
the
theleo<t.truly

bautiful..

Church music is important to me
because music has a special place
in the Mass.
ft brings people together
to worship and makes people reverent.

-Adam Musgruve (12)

The Quiz Bowl
team. home to
some of the
sharpest minds
on campus, is one
of the top
performing teams
e\'ery year. "Quiz
Bowl gives me

something to do
after school while
also helping me
academically,"
said Adam Ackel
(7).

As reigning state
champions along
with another state
win in 2012, high
hopes and high
spirits keep the
team motivated.
The players study · ..a...._
subjects that the
team is weak in.
"My best subjects

are world history
and geography,"
said Axel

Senior High Quiz Bowl Row 1: WaJkerCobb (12), Axel Ntamatungiro{ll),
Jesus Calvillo (1 1), Nicholas Langston (12), Andy Davis (11), Andrew Kutchlci'I
(l0)Row 2: John Nguyen (12), Haegen Hess (10), Davis Elliot (11), Diego
Calvillo (10), Ryan Kimberly (10), and Juan Felipe Martinez (10)

What gives our

team an edge over
othe,s?

Q

"We have a really good team because the coaching is really
good. a lot of our team members are very expenenced and
have been playing Quiz Bowl since elementary school. I also
think that team chemistry and friendship play a role as well.•

58

Andy Davis~)

Q
A

A

What is your
favorite type of
question?

"I especially like science and science computation. Nol
1
everyone understands them, so with a little knowledge,
can easily answer them.•

Walker Cobb (12)

During the holiday season, the NHS sponsored a penny war
called Change for Change, to raise money to buy presents for
under-privileged boys in the local area. Each class placed
pennies in their class jar to accumulate money in o rder to win.
At the end of the program the 7th and 8th grade won with a
total of-$52 93 Ln the end the program raised $401 27 and
bought presents for seven boys

Left Seniors NHS members Cam Phan and Vincent Hoang
count the change to determme the Change for Change Winner

interested in joining
NHS submitted a
formal application,
which was reviewed by
a committee in order to
decide if the candidate
was acceptable to
become a member.
"I was really excited
when I got selected. I
was worried that my
application wasn't good
enough,~ Michael
Nguyen (12).

._--ff'rs
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BLUE ARROW
quitfes ofcJu!Jiaco

The Blue Arrow team shows the chemistry lab as part vi
a tour in ovembcr when students from Trinity
Catholic School in Fort Smith visited the campus. EriC
Boltuc, (for left) a senior who attended Trinity, leads
tour

wr

Blue Arrow
Row 1:Joseph Hart (12), Mathew Post(l2), Connor Moran (12),
Nsi.song Archibong (11), Axel Ntamatungiro (11) Row 2: Zlchary
Franz (11), Toby Schluterman (12), Eric Boltuc (11), Connor
McKenzie (12), Mitchell Berry (12), Aaron Brooks (11).

uden
ntary schools also

"'"·

Tell about your own
experience on a tour
with Blue Arrow
members.

0

They showed me the Subiaco culture and history and they
also told me about the Subiaco class and led me to a class to
see how good the Subiaco students were.

Tyler Franz ( 12)

60

c ultural

A

warenessatS

ubiaco A

ademy

Row 1: Vincent Le (10), Cam Phan (12), Vincent Hoang (12), Hwijoon Lee (10), Minh Tung Doan (10),
Sukhoon Ryu (11), David Tran (10), Sungho Yoon (10), Dongho Kang (12), Byoungjin Min (I I), Hayden
Criswell (12). Row 2 :John Nguyen (12), Adam Musgrove (12), Haoming Fan (9), Kuanlin Chen (12),
Yusay Watanabe (I I), Elliot Davis (11), Woochan Lee (10), Nathan Hebcrt(l2),Johnny Bui (8). Row 3:
Cavin Cheng (11), Ziming Liu (10), Songhuan Chen (11), Mark Popov (10), Songwoon Lee (11), Axel
Ntamatungiro (11), Spark Wang (to), Brian Hsu (9),James Bao (IO), Roy Zhang (10), Nicholas Langston

Blue Arrow is a
representative team of
students who talk to sh1def\r.and parents of their
experience at Subiaco. The)'
host, give tours, provide ,1
candid panel and greet the
families.

What would
it be like to
work for
you?
I would provide higher wages than McDonald's, like
Burger King salary, maybe even Wendy's. Then I'll have
free health care.

-the Equal Opponunhlas Buy:
Ryan Moora (1 O)

~LA

~ Jackson Mendenhall (12), Michael Cannon (12), Eric Boltuc (12), Connor Moran (12),

Ingle (10).
~•t' Hoang (12), BenMathew
Post (12), Brady Tolbert (12), Dong Ho Kang (12), Cam Phan

!12)

to;_:

c/'!

Moran (10),
l'IStian Kaufman (12)

~~: Andrew Goldtrap (10), Tyler Komp (10), Sam Nichol (12), Christian Fry (12), Apolo

1,.., ,° OD), Jakob Bergen (12)

.

.

112). Ja. Joseph Percy-Allen (10), Jakob Halter (12), Connor McKenzie (12), Hayden Criswell
Wells (12),Joseph Hart (12), Eric Cauthron (12)
Ro\y
"1itc~Sangwoon Lee (11), R.D. Weidman (12), Sam Hartfield (12), Sungwan Park (12),
11 Berry (12), Dominic Hackman {12), sponsor Mr. Jeff O'Neal.

/nes

-the Hanlcora Caphallst:
Slngwoon lee (11)
My workers wiU be absolutely broke. They will never
make anything above S5 an hour!!! NEVER!!!

E

ture B

usiness L

eaders of A

merica

WHAT are the
'-losr IMPORTANT
SKILLS of a
EIUSINESSMAN?
~&ht,

~~

ilft

en FBLA members were
~or thei r opinion. Here
eir choices and reasons.

:i

I believe [thatJ having solid people
skills transcends industry and
profession. No matter what your goa l
is or who you are working with, you
need to apply people skills to achieve
your objectives.

-Jakob Halter

To be in business and
connect with others, you
must be able to
communicate. With
communication you can get
others lo help you with your
ideas and help others.

fra"sdlsclpll"ary

--Jral"stortttl"g

Vesig"

Brainstorming is
important to
come up with
effective ideas. It
helps with
communication as
well.

His
important
to develop
and present
a task
because
design is
key.

-Ben Ingle

-Ty Moran

-Eric Boltuc

The ability

to adapt to
different
ideas is
important.

·Joseph
Hart

EXECUllVE COUNCIL R.D. Weidman, Parliamentarian; Mathew Post,
Vice President; Joseph Hart, President; Connor McKenzie, Secretary; and
Connor Moran, Treasurer.

Aaron Brooks (11) and Joseph Hart (12) look on as Connor McKenzie (12) sets up
the scene for the peanut butter pong game. Al each Friday pep rally, the Student
Council organiz.ed a Minute--To.Win-lt style game pitting classes against each
other

Are you

Q

Democrat or
Republican?
Why?

I wont to take over our family
.-onc1opanc1 ltbeca.-1

Definitely Republican, or just
conservative, because Democrats are just
too liberaJ and socialist.

Tom Johns
(sophomore representative)

I wont to be an enlrepn!neur one!
slarlabarebonescomponymthe
ccmpu1erind-i,becauoe I llke
technologl,o like

have~lormy
-one! I wont to keep
hereffortsg,oing.

AdamAckel
(7th gnde representative)

Cam Phan (12)

com.,..-.

-AndrewColdtnp(lO)

-Apolo Cutillo (JO)

One of the events the P
nowers, crown. and bla
Schlutennan, the grand
homecoming queen

of the parents help out throughout the school year
at registration, working the concession stand,

· g. The Parent's Association sent out questionnaires to contestants and l.'SCOrts. They ordered

r Schluterman chairman, helped Benton Smith, the grandson of Mr. Cary Kinney, and Katie
ln the background Joseph Blaschke and Annie Schluterman await the announcement or

,::''.'~ing hc>mocom,ingevents, school dances, student meals
for

~ activities on the weekend. They also decorate the hill
I-rel ~stmas. This means all the students can get invloved in

Parents take time out of their own family time
to support the Subi family .

p

Ping and getting community service hours.
~- Christie King, Mrs. Amanda Miller work at
~tration on Aug. IS. Their prot(.'Cts often give students
Opportunity to earn community service hours.

Dawn Friemel, Kim Hertlein and Stephen and Dianne Heinrichs work concessions at a basketbaU
game. The concession stand relied on parents for both the footbalJ and basketball seasons.

Mrs. Kimberly Plugge assists Mr. Jeff Rehm in the Halloween weekend festival for the middle
school. Middle school tudents gathered behind Heard Hall to carve pumpkins, chunk pumpkins,
and have relays.

Do you think the
garden club was
successful this
year?

"The gardening club has helped out,
especially for those who h.we little
to noe11pcrience. It Ms brought
J>e'.~lt;" de:;er together while making
food for the kitch1.'ll.

7ne gardening club was a
success-. I think when a dub can
let kidsexpcrit!nc~ gardening, ifs
a success. Also the gardening
club '"'as able to grow food"

Luk ~lorton (9)

Blake Zimmer (7)

Jacob Fricmel (8)

SPORTS
Sports. It is a simple concept, an
activity involving physical exertion

and skill in which an individual or
team competes against another or

others. In our society it is so much
more than that definition.
According to CapCredit.com, in

2012, Americans spent more than

$90 billion on sporting goods,
school funding for sports, sports
gambling and sports media. Do
these $90 billion yield a gain? Can
you measure a gain on bringing
people together?
There are benefits beyond the
monetary. Take unity as an

example. The support for the
school and the players was
tremendous last spring as the

Trojan basketball team played in
the state finals in Hot Springs.
"There are alums here from no

telling how many different states
that are so excited and proud of
these kids," head basketball coach
Tim Tencleve said to the Southwest
Times Record before the state title
game.
Can you measure a gain of the
impact sports have on an

individual's life? junior Byoungjin
Min thinks sports are vital.
"Without soccer 1 would not know

what to do with my life. Ball is
life," said Min.
Do sports yield a gain? Most will
say undoubtably sports yield a
gain well beyond the monetary
value.

ATHLETES

in the

MAKING ...

With one of the shorter seasons and few meets, the track season depends on the
dedication and focus of the individual athletes. For example, Nathan Hebert practices
his form as a strong-armed thrower of the discus while the sprinters practice their toke.off.
Each event requires a different set of skills so practices ore tailored around developing
these skills. For all competilorss, core strength and strong legs ore important because
they allow for the runners to breathe easier.

Lake Roundabout Sungho Yoon {10), Mork Popov ( 10) and Rei Watanabe {91 run around the Subiaco Supply lake. When they finish this part

~DtN• rT OUT While some ore builr for rhe long haul, some ore better in shor1
flt\, M.ac Dilly (8), o sprinter, procrices through the cold days of February.

of their exeroe regimen, they will do the work out or some bonus exerdt.e. Sometimes the practice is hard but Ws really good for health . There ore five routes that
the runners might toke: the loop, the lake, the football track, the dow!'Klnd.bock route, and the cemetery.

Junior High Meet Gage Lee {9) plot::6 d
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11th and Jacob Bristol (8) placed 10th in the
Trinity Run on Sept. l 9rh .

I
■

LOTS of GUTS Many of the runners hove o rigorous rroining .s.chedule, including sit ups. Jocob
Bristol (8) participates in his workout routines despite the frigid weather conditions. ~sometimes it's
cold that I feel numb, but I keep training because I'm o great runner for long distance. Usually
Cooch (Je/fj Rehm schedules for me to run 6 to 8 miles on a daily basis.•
50

Throwing the I 6-pound shot
or the 3-pound disk ot face ..,_
volue looks rather simple, but
it involves a combinotion of
not only strength but also o
keen attention to technique
and form. Being o thrower
doesn't always mean throwing
techniques ore the only skill
needed; more often than not,
the training time is used lo lift
weights and to build lower leg
strength in order lo be able to
jump higher so that the discus
or shot will travel farther.
.;;
:,~Track team Top: Cooch Jeff Rehm,J.P. Post f 11), Allen Toyn (9), Jomes Sao (10), Broyden Roinwoter(l 1), Proper form of the throw
affects the distance and also
"'1id luc ( 12). Connor Moron ( 12), Joseph Percy-Allen ( 10), Nothon Heber1 ( I 2),
.
prevents the throwing out of
'1ahdle'. Riggs Hester (1 ll, Wyatt Stafford (11), Hooming Fon {9), Doniel Houner1 (SL Jacob Fnemel (8), Jakob
arms and or other injuries.
~ r ( 121, Ty Moron (IO), Gage tee (9)
111 JO$hua Eads (7), Timothy Conslontino (9), Jacob Bristol (8), Javier lgtehor1 (7)

----"M.yubimote
tlchievrnentislo
Qellatsof exercise
0 d
" runoslostos I
t<in!'

~a._ Whee le r
(111

WHAT1syour

Ultimate
Achievment?
Witt, a diversity ofeve11ts, every player
has a different goal for the season.

1 - - -- - -- - ----....t>. 9

I

I

Perfect Combo

rac~e S
of war

People often say u's
I.be player and not
lhe racquet.

Sometimes.
however, the right

racquet can be all it
takes to make a

player's day by
offering the exact
type of performance
he needs.

I like my racquet, a Juice 100,
because it's light and I liked it
when I tested it.
Andrew Eveld
Wilso,i Juice 100

I like my racquet, a &bolat
Rea, because its top-heaviness
really helps my serves and
returns.
And rew Goldtrap (JO)
Babolat Rea

My choice of racquet is the
Babolat ProDrive. It makes
my shot more powerful and
accurate. Anthony Lam (9)

Babolat Aero Pro Drive

My serve is very
straightforward. I don't try
to put any foncy spin on
the 0011 . I just hit the ball
as fast and hard as I can.
1ne serve is the only shot
that you can take your time
to set up and hit it exactly
where you want .
• Jakob Halter (12)

=--tennis~ not a team sport? 1ne larger
ably more di.fficult to play a onert to learn to d('pmd on on
n.

The tennis courts were renovated during the
summer. lne blue floor with the orange lines
is quite eyecatching and incorporates school
spirit at the same lime. A new surface means
no cracks to mess up the game

Pace aponaorecl by

11,,1, Jltlge1·s
2400 W. Walnut

Paris,AR
479-4163-3004
www.bobroc..-sc.h.,.._1-tnet

add the cbevy logo

"I rely heavily on my serve
for easy ace points. I try to
switch between a very hard
first serve to a heavy top
spin second serve. I try to
confuse my opponent. I
can hit a 001195-100 mph
with limited accuracy or an
80-85 mph serve and place
ii where I Wilnt.~
• Connor McKenzie (12)

Coach Annettf' Dunham Mt that her
team wa.-. young this year. Though
Aaron Hebert (It) and Jakob Halter
{12) are uppt."l'\'."la..~mm, both are
playing competith·l' soccer for the
first year. Hebert Mid,~ Soccer b
prabably the h,irdest sport I have
plaved in a while ·

pla)ed -...x:rer -.ince he Wol!>~i.,
Tlus l5 hi.,; second )'ear to pla~
for Subiaco. He lo\~ socrer
b..'Cause he grew up with thl.'
game, because it is fun and ht.mjo~"' the rompt.'btion of tht.-

Clroosing a leader is often m1cial to a team's success, but
when the players speak three or four native tongues, tire
captains can set tire tone.
Each year the Subiaco
Trojan soccer team elects two
players that exhibit
extraordinary qualities on and
off the field as their team
captains. The captains possess
skills and abilities such as
leadership, experience, and
dedication. As captains, they
will need to motivate their
teammates.
Seniors Dong Ho Kang and
Connor Moran were chosen
by their teammates as the 2016

team captains. Coach
Annette Dunham feels she
has a "very good group of
seniors who are providing
strong leadership."
Kang, who has played for
Subiaco for 4 years, is
defender while Moran, a
three-year-player, will be
defensive mid-fielder.
Woo Chan Lee (10) said
that one of the captains' jobs
will be to "lead us to victory!"

TROJAN SOCCER TEAM : Standing: Coach Annette Dunham, Sukhoon
Ryu, Mark Popov, Brayden Rainwater, Connor Moran, Yuyan Wei, Eric
Boltuc, Beau 0·1 ea!, Heney Vu, Michael Cho, Aaron Hebert, Dong Ho Kang.
Cooch Jeff O''-ieal Kneeling: Oscar Villareal, Christian Fry, Jakob Halter, Roy
Zhang. Woo Chan Lee, D,n·id Espinoza, Yusay Watanabe, Si.song
Arch.ibong, H...,;;oon Lee, Ty Moran, Sungwan Park, Sung Ho Yoon Sitting:
John Paul Post, Ja\;er Iglehart, Eli Moe, Matthew Whittle, Mac Dilley,
Byoun~in Min. Jacob Friemel, Lucian Wang. Vincent Le

Logan County
Bank
~

600 \lain Street
P.O. Box85
Scranton, AR

72B63
47'9-938-2511
fa~ 479-938-7084

5i E. SL Hwy. 197
P.O. Box 101
Subiaco, AR
-2865
479-9»-4203
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Yuyan Wet I 0)
Hometown
Posihon keeper
Favonte Teom
Boyern Munich
FoYO<ite Player:
Manuel Neuer

Vin< nt l (10)
Hometown;
Garland, TX
Posihon: Goalie
Favorite Team:
Juventus
Favorito Player:

Paul Pogbo
Personal best skill:
blocking

MY

moves

#STP
During football season the student
becomes the twelfth man; during

body

basketball they're the sixth. !rs the
Benedictine way to welcome visitors, but

that rule doesn't apply to visiting teems

PLAYING THE
PRODIGY

high school players in the U.S.
Hammonds was only in for three
possessions but scored two touchdowns

On Oct. 9 the Trojans took on Pulaski
Robinson and their star running back lJ

against the Trojans.

Hammonds. Hammonds, committed to play

managed to tackle Hammond, said, "Playing
defense against Hammonds was like getting
gored by a rhinoceros.~

Senior defensive end Brady Tolbert, who

for the Arkansas Razorbacks next fall, is rated
by ESPN as the number three player in the
state of Arkansas, and as one of the top 300

ANATOMY of a
UNIFORM
Helping lead the charge for the Trojans were
Seth Kupers and Mitchell Berry,
at running back and tight end respectively
each achieving excellence on the field.

Tyler Franz:
Hometown: Tulsa, 0
Position: OT/MLB
Teom: Philodelphio
Eagles
Player: Som BrodlOfd
locker Room: JA Fair
Meal: Chicken on

Hometown:

Gramercy,LA
Position: 0G
Team: New England
PatrioTh
Player:JJWolt
locker Room: Dover
Meol: Rice and
Chicken

Paris Dental
Nick Doller, D.D.S.
15W. Walnut
Paria,AR
479-863-3086

Junior Football Team
Top: luke Hertlein, Ethan Miller, Thomas Sourgeois,Oscor
Villarreal, Gage lee, Jordon Rainwater, Evon Redmond,
Ethan Strobel, Weiloo Wong, Jackson O'Neol, Hoeven
Potterson, Luke Morton, Connor Miller

Bottom: Jomes Wells, Cooch Mike Berry, Joce Cameron,
Zachary Ingle, Bloke Zimmer, George Cavanagh, Adam
Ackel, Connor Phillips, Dowson Wright, Luke Worsham,
Mason Schlutermon, Cory Schlutermon, Logan Fultz,
Micioh Potterson, Cooch Ken Stovall, Cooch Joe Devine

an

Joseph Huck (9) returns the opening kickoff for

red both of the touchdowns on the night, rocking up

l.(#44) Gage lee hod one interception gains! lomar. 2. (#4) Jordon Rainwater, a

~ player, corried the boll six limes in the gome ogoinsl Lomor.
logon Fultz (It 17) hopes to bring down the lomor ployer.
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FAVORITE

NFL team

~I live in
Louisiana.~

COWBOYS
'Tony Romo

is their

SAINTS
b~e~ are really

quarterback."

~'ti this year but I
sti ll a big fan."

Blake Zimmer

Jackson O'Neal

AdamAckel
(7)

(7)

(9)

SAINTS
" I like the way
Drew Brees plays

Lensing Bros.

the game."'

Subiaco,AR

Miciah Patterson
(7)

Hwy. 22
479-9344298
479-9344310

L1 Le ~ock Legacy

LitUeRock,ARhassomeoftherichest
basketball heritage in the nation. The River City has produced a totaJ of

Joseph Blaschke (12)
puts Robinson 's Xavier
Casey on a poster
during a dose 52-6.3 loss
in Little Rock on
January 8.

nine NBA player5 including legends Sidney Moncrief and Derek Fisher,

and current stars Joe Johnson, Archie Goodwin and Bobby Portis. The
Trojans feature two starters from Litt1e Rock,James Taylor (9) and Alex

Walker (12).

senior high

BASKETBALL

~oo -La
~~ar~ ust Gymnasium were a cell, lhe Subiaco cheering section wouJd

~? 1tely be the mitochondria. Known state wide, The Powerhouse has
l\re,j

critica l acclaim from fans and local sports writers.

[he Trojans

4t:ow: Coach Tim Tencleve, RD Weidman, Joseph Percy•Allen, Joseph Blaschke,

The .:aces of Tencle~e Head Basketball Coach Tim
Tencleve coached in the Arkansas all-star game last season and many
pundits agree he is one of the best coaches in the state. Many of his players
say that his intensity and passion help make him so great.
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Ballin' Across America Beingthesonofamee,milila')'
man, Beau O'Neal has lived and played basketball all over the country.

- - - ------======~ iiiiiii~After whom

do you

MODEL
your

GAME?

Z.1ch fr nz fl IJ

"Lebron James,
because he is the
best player in the
NBA at the
moment."

~ Bergen, Eric Boltuc, Beau O'Neal, Alex Walker, Zach Franz, James Bao,
'1 ch Randy Terry. Bottom Row: Tyler Komp, James Taylor, Dominic Hackman,
~~tt f>0st, Jackson Wagner, David Bolt, Bryce Tencleve, Eugene Chen,John Paul
t,Coach William Stehle.

FS Southside
34-56
Van Buren
27-W
43--57
Clarksville
Gentry
49-54
Cedarville
65-37
Greenland
56-41
Dardanelle
38-42
Sylvan Hills
34-50
LR Christian
34-61
Arkadelphia
61-45
Pottsville
48-53
County Une
35-49
Robinson
52-63
Ozark
51-52
Clinton
41·39
Dover
39-52
34-52
Baptist Prep
60-57
DardaneUe
53-44
Pottsville
35--61
Baptist Prep
47--62
Ozark
60-48
Robinson
45--43
Dover
49.59
Clin ton
District To11mame11/
Robinson
65-58
Pottsville
41-44

The fans knew they would be in for a
show when the conference's two most
athletic point guards, James Taylor
and Dardanelle'sJerome Luster got
together. Their expectations were met
i'lS the Trojans won 60-57 in overtime.
Luster finished with 33 points, while
Taylor came away with 11 points.

Top: Cooch Randy Terry, Luke
Worsham (9), Ethan Miller (9), Ethan
OH, WHAT A GAME
Devon Forst (bottom left),
with 15 points, led the
young Trojans in an
exciting close game with
the Sand Lizards. Thomas
Myers (left) added eight
points and five stea ls.
Cory Schluterman (far
left) had a stand-out
game with t\vo forced
turnovers. Subiaco's free
throw shooting was
phenomenal with 11 out
of 13.

Strobel ( ), Evan Redmond (9),

Jorddn Rainwater (9), Devon Forst
(9), Thomas Myers (9). Luke Hertlein

(9), Coach William Stehle.

Bottom: Zachc1ry Ingle (7), Cory
Schluterman (8), Jacob Bristol (8),
Alec Highfield (7),Joseph Huck (9),
Ty Ford (8), Tim Constantino (9),
Clay Huber (7).

Building
!beBond
Bond ... A word with multiple interpretations, but
often used in team athletics. A bond is one of, if not
the most, important elements in a team sport. A
team can have talent-filled players, but without
unity, the team will crumple in the face of adversity.
The mark of a true team is chemistry, a bond that
can carry a team through hard times when the odds
are stacked against them.
Thomas Myers (9) said, "Last year the junior high
Trojans possessed a great deal of talent but did not
work together. This year we came together and
combined our talents."
Providing proof of teamwork is difficult, but in
the last five regular season games, there was a
consistent rise in the amount of players scoring per
game and an increase in assists per game from five
to eleven. The number of contributing players
demonstrates the bond that was created from the

Coach Randy Terry c1nd Coach William Stehle call a time out late in the fourth quarter of the home game against Dardanelle for some quick words of stra tegY·
The junior Trojans came from behind and ended regulation time tied at 39. Though they played tough in the overtime, they lost 43-42.
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start to the finish of the season.
Evan Redmond (9)

Luke Hertlein (9)

Al ec Highfi eld (7)
Jersey Number: 22

Jersey Nu mber: 21

Jersey Number: 24

Jersey Number: 14

Position: Guard

Position : Guard

Position: Post

Position: Shooting

Tea m: Miami Heat

Team: Golden State

Team: Oklahoma City

Guard
Team: Golden State
Warriors

Player. Dwayne Wade
Drill: 5--Point Layup

Warriors
Player: Dray mond G reen

Thunder

Shooting
QUESTIONS

Player: Kevin Durant
Drill: 5-Point Layup

Player: Stephen Curry
Drill: Alabam.i

1

Hackman's journey
Dominic Hockman, a senior who hos ployed

support and motivation of Cooch Devine, l was

Trojon boseboll for four years, loves the game.
Baseball hos always been o huge port of his life.
"Even before I learned lo walk, I watched and
learned oboul the game of bosebolL"
He come lo Subi baseball ofter o three-year
layoff from the game. "I hod some trouble hanging
with things at the high school level. But with lhe

able to gel by oher slnJggling the first year."
His favorite memory was beating Meno in his
sophomore year and advancing to the scond

round of district. "Boseboll at Subi will always
be one of my fovorile memories I hove from

coming to Subi. I will greatly miu being on the
field . Trojom never dielll"

Baseball players often begin practice with field main tenance duties. This green ta rp was put down before practice to prevent damage to the front of the field.

Ready or Not
With three starters in ba sketball end
g etting only one w eek of practice with the
whole teem before the first game of the

M arlow, who hod the team's only w in lost

Acron Brooks, will be the team's starting

yea r end pitched 20 in ning s.

catcher. Cooch Devine said, ''The catch ing

Cooch Joe Devi ne said, "Pitching ond

po sition is the most important position on

d efense is the key lo being successful in

any team at any level. You hove to hand le

knew they were starting off behind. They

high school baseball. I feel this is the

the entire defense os well o s the pitching

could not count on the teo m unity that comes

deepest ond most talented pitching Subiaco

staff. Each pitcher is different, so os the

from ploying together through th e ma ny years

hos hod since I hove been he re."

catcher, you must hove o strong rapport

season on Feb. 29, the Trojon boseboll teo m

oft-boll end little league either.

Also returni ng os starte rs from lo st y ea r's
squad ore olkonference outfielder Zoch

returning starters. Two of these ore pitchers:
oce of the staff senior Dominic Hockm an, who

Fra nz 11 1), Judd Wright I I I ) a n first base
a nd Rya n King 11 I) a n second.

pitched 30 innings lost year, end junior Loga n

In on im porta nt position, anoth er junior,

Judd Wright

avorite
Drills

( 11 )
1 Fcstpitchfor

botti1'19
2 Scooping drills
3. ln- fielddrills

w ith the entire sta ff. I believe Aaron is up
11

The tee m will rely, instead, upon five

for the chollenge.

Newcomers wh o ore expected to
contribute thi s year ore Joe Huck (9), Bryce

Tencleve I I O} and Peter Sayre I 11 }.

Ryo n King (1 1)
1. Scrimmaging
2. Fielding

3. Scooping drills

Back R~w: Coach Steve Lienhart, Sam Hartfield (12),
Ryan King (11 ), Tiangang Huang (10), Logan Marlow
(11 ), Judd Wright (1 1), Caleb Phillips (11 ), Zach Franz
(11), Deacon Hard wicke (11 ), Aaron Brooks (11 ), Timothy
Thomas (11 ), Coach Joseph Devine
Front Row: Dominic Hackman (12), Haeven Patterson
(9), Max Morton (10), Bryce Tendeve (10), Peter Sayre
(11 ), Luke t:,-1-orton (9), Joseph Huck (9), Luke Hertein (9),
~.nnor Ph illips (8), Miciah Pa tterson (7), Alec Highfield

Jarrod
Brown

Jarrod,
We love you and we are so proud of you! You have had an amazing sbc
years atSubi and we can't wait to see what God has in store for your
future.
We love you always,
Mom&Dad

Mitchell Berry
2016! You are about to graduate from Subiaco Academy!
Wasn't it just a couple of years ago you were starting
kindergarten? You've come a long way since then, and have
grown into such a strong, good hearted young man with a
big bright future in front of you. We are so very proud of
you and look forward to watching the next phases of your
life unfold. Keep God, your family and your sharp mind at
the front of everything you do!
All our love,
Dad, Mom and Michael

Congratulations
Walker Cobb

and the
Class of 2016
,,,_ waJl.s for tht winds,

beside ,,.,for,
those yo,,
nttrrl m,glit desirt
rat

Ila

JO",

,.,,,

RD, You are such a blessing to our family and to
so many others. We are very proud of the man
you have become. You are a bright, kindhearted,
talented young man with a strength of character
and faith that we so admire.
Always believe in yourself,
work hard and keep that faith
.. can't wail to see what is
ahead for you!
We love you,
pray for you
and wish you the best always!

Mom, Dad and Matthew

Braxton Smith
Congratulations, Braxton! We have loved watching you grow
into an amazing young man. We ore so proud of you and all your
accomplishments. We cannot wait to see you in your bright
future. You have set your goals high and you will do great
things. Remember to keep Cod first and everything else will
happen like it is supposed to. May Cod continue to bless you,
Mama's Sweetie!

·success is no accident. Lt is hard work, perseverance, lea ming,
studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of what you're doing."
-Pele·
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Hunter, Papa,
Oma and Uncle Chris

Joseph Edward
Hart
How quickly time flies. It seems as_ifit ~as
yesterday when you started at Subiaco tn
the first 7th grade class in many yea~. Now,
6 short yearc; later, you have grown into a
fine young man that brings us great pride
We love you•

Dearest Son and Brother,
You are one of our greatest blessings! We are so
proud of you. The way hasn't always been easy, but
the best paths never are. Please know how truly
wonderful you are!
We love you a bushel and a peck!
EGO TE AMO!

Love,
Dad, Mom and Sarah

Dominic Anh Viet Hackman

Harris Knox

From Vietnam to Pennsylvania, Texas, South
Carolina, Arkansas, and beyond . .. it has been a
privilege to be a part of your journey. Onward!
With much love and many prayers,
Dad, Mom, and Emily

Trust in the LORD with all your heart
and lean not on your own understanding;

in all your way~ acknowledge HL\11
and HE will make your paths straight

Pro,·erbs 3:5-6
A true individual wilJ stand up and be himself.
We adllUre your individuality, creativity,

~:uir!~:!c~:"v:~:r:~t;~~~;iove you, Harris'
Mom, Dad, Byron,Jaymc, Hogan,

Molly, Liwrence and Blakeley

Jesus said to his disciple "But seek first
Father's kingdom and Father's righteousness
and all these things will be given to you as
well." (Mt. 6:33)
Love always,

Mom&Dad
Anthony, GraceMary and Rose Mary

Congratulations James !!!
We are all so proud of you for using all the
talents God has blessed you with.
Now as one door closes another one opens.
Co fulfill all your dreams.
Love
03d, Mom, Stephen, Jesse, Nana, Pav,rpaw,
Mama, Papa, Grand.nan, Craig, Kirby,
Cristin and all the "little cousinsM

You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself any
direction you choose. You're on
your own. And you know what you
know. And YOU are the guy who'U
decide where to go.

-Dr. Seuss

"It's All Gucci."

\lichael, you have impressed us thoughout the
years with your charm, inteUigence and love. It

has been a blessing to watch you grow in to the
man you are today. We can·t wait to see you fulfill
all your dreams as you begin the next chapter of
your life. Congratulations on your academic and

sport achievements. You have worked earnestly

throughout the years to accomplish your goals,
and we are very proud of you!

\,fuch love,
Mom, Dad, Emma and Drew
And let us not get tired of domg what is right,
for after a while we will reap a harvest of

blessing if we don·t get discouraged and can
Galatians 6:9
persist.

You've grown so much during your six
years at Subicao. Words can't express
how proud of you we are.
We love you!
Mom, Dad & Eliz.,beth

You were our surprise son that has brought us many happy and proud hours.
Anything thrown your way in life has made you more of a respectable young
man.
Stay the way you are with God in your life, a wonderful young man.
We are honored to be your parents. Enjoy alumni weekends with Cody '06
and Dad (Marty) '76.
Love ya!
Dad, Mom & family

Brady Tolbert

We looked for hours for the right
quote for the yearbook but
decided to just use one of yours.

Back in 1997, God blessed us with a little baby boy and we were so proud Those blessings
continued as you've gro""" from an infant into a wonderful young man. As this chapter in
your life come:. to an end, we are confident lhat you are well prepared to conquer the next
steps on your journey through life. We are proud of your achievements and we will be at
your side on future endea\·ors
\Ve low you. Mom and Dad

"Other students made teachers
happy; I gave them memories."
- Brady Tolbert

Congratulations! Connor Moran
Our "Buddy" did it! We are so proud of you. All our love.
- PJ, MJ, Mom, Ty, UMBD, and the Sanders

"You have bral"s '" your head. You have feet'" your shoes.
You ca" steer yourself'" a"y dlrectlo" you choose. You're o"
your ow". A"d you k"ow what you bow. You are the guy
who'll decide where to go.· - Pr. Seuss
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Graduating
Seniors
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The 2016 PAX, the seventieth prin_ting of the yearbook of Subiaco Academy,
was brought to you by the Journalism class.
The press run of the PAX 2016 was 215 copies of 100 pages, 8.5 in. x 12 in. The paper was 280# Snow
White. The cover was custom Litho with a gloss finish and an original LEGO structure build by Fr. Patrick
Boland, O.S.B., Timothy Constantino (9), and Novice Clifford Hanes.
All portraits were taken by Heritage Portraits of Van Buren, Arkansas.
The book was created on Jostens Yearbook Avenue Online. The typestyles mostly used throughout the

Co IO Ph O n

book were AYT M icroSquare DemiBold and Palatine.
Special thanks for contribuiting photos goes to Mrs. Kimberly Plugge, Mrs. Michelle Chuang. Br. Ephrem
O'Bryan, O.S.B., Mrs. Robin Schluterman, Yusay Watanabe (11 ), and Mrs. Leslie Blaschke.
Another special thanks to Mr. Bob Shelton and Br. Jude Schmitt and Jostens technical support team in
Joplin, KS, for technical assistance.
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